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NOTICE-

This report was prepared as..an account'of work:

sponsored. by- an- agency. of the United States

Government. TNeither'the United States Government

nor any agency-thereof, or any of'their employees,
'

makes 'any. warranty, expres' sed or implied, or assumes
,

-~ -any legal liability'or responsibility for any-,

third party's use, or the results of such use, of

any'information, apparatus, product or process dis-

closed |in this report, or represents that its use

by such'_ third party would not infringe privately

owned rights.

The' views expressed-.in this report are not necessarily.

those of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
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Abstract,

i

j Nuclear safeguards systems provide physical protection and con-

, trol of nuclear materials. The Safeguards Network Analysis Procedure
!

(SNAP)* provides a convenient and standard analysis methodology for,

the evaluation of physical protection system effectiveness. This

is achieved through a standard set of symbols which characterize
,

the various elements of safeguards systems and an analysis program

.to execute simulation models built uning the SNAP symbology. The

outputs provided by the SNAP simulation program supplements the

safeguards analyst's-evaluative capabilities and supports the evalu-

ation of existing sites as well as alternative design possibilities.

This paper describes the SNAP modeling technique and provides an

f example illustrating its use.

,

}

i

I

!

.

|
.

* SNAP was developed for Sandia Laboratories by Pritsker and Associates,
Inc., West Lafayette,. Indiana.
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Safeguards Network Analysis Procedure (SNAP) - Overview
.

Introduction

The development of models to aid in the evaluation of physical

protection systems of nuclear facilities began at Sandia Labora-

tories as early as 19741 This work has been sponsored principally

by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The purpose

for developing these models is to construct techniques which can aid

the physical protection system analyst. The goals of this system-

atic approach to evaluation are to provide:
;

l. A consistent approach to the evaluation of the effective-'

ness of physical protection systems in defending against

a hypothesized adversary threat, and

2. A quantitative technique for determining upgrades to exis-

tent facilities and for designing new facilities.

The Safeguards Network Analysis Procedure (SNAP) developed through

this research is a valuable technique which can be used by the phys-

'ical protection system analyst in meeting these goals.

SNAP employs the network modeling approach to problem solving.

By combining the SNAP symbology with knowledge of the system, spe-

cific scenarios, and modeling objectives, a nr; work model of the

system may be developed. Standardized procedures have been defined

for describing the model in a data form acceptable to a computer

| program. The SNAP analysis program is used to simulate the system
;

| of interest. Reports are generated by the program to provide infor-
|

mation which assists the analyst in evaluating the performance of
;

( proposed or existing safeguards system.

!

i
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Experience gained from the early modeling attempts provided

| the impetus for the development of SNAP. Methodological complete-

ness was a primary issue in the conceptualization of SNAP. This

completeness has been argued for and interpreted in two quite dis-

tinct ways--producing the dichotomy macro- vs. micro-completeness.

A safeguards methodology can be termed macro-complete if it can

feasibly be used to evaluate effectiveness for all reasonable ad-

versary scenarios. Alternatively, a micro-complete methodology is

one in which safeguards effectiveness is evaluated for each indivi-

dual scenario in sufficient detail to adequately represent all rele-

vant considerations. With SNAP, the focus is on micro-completeness

and the analyst is afforded the flexibility to model individual sce-

narios to virtually any level of detail that is deemed appropriate.

SNAP is conceptually appealing to the safeguards evaluator who

has no previous experience with the use of models as well as to the

professional modeler. This appeal is a result of the standard set

of " safeguards symbols" which SNAP employs to characterize the

various elements of the safeguards systems. These syn.bols enable
I

the analyst to represent complex scenarios with a modest amount of

| effort. Once constructed, these symbolic representations translate
i

| directly into data for the SNAP computer program which, in turn,

yields estimates for a variety of safeguards effectiveness measures.

|

.
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Modeling Philosophy

SNAP is a simulation language developed specifically for

modeling safeguards systems 2 With the SNAP approach, the analyst

constructs a model of the safeguards system by interconnecting a

set of SNAP symbols to represent the system elements and their,

interactions. The resulting SNAP networks are then translated to

j a computer compatible form by data cards representing the symbols

and their interconnections.

<
J

Using the SNAP procedure for safeguards modeling, one combines

knowledge of the system, scenarios, modeling objectives, and the

j SNAP symbology to develop a network model of the system under con-
.

sideration. This network model is a graphic representation of the

; nuclear facility, guard operating policies, and adversary attack

scenario. Typically, the elements of chis network model will formj

f a one-to-one correspondence with the components of the actual phys-

ical system and scenario being studied. Due to this relationship,.

a SNAP network provides an excellent communications vehicle. SNAP

i symbols have been designed to represent the individual elements of
i

( a nuclear safeguards system, thus the translation from a system

element to the SNAP symbol should be direct.

|

!

| A SNAP network model is composed of the facility subnetwork,

the guard subnetwork, and the adversary subnetwork which interact

to produce the overall behavior of the safeguards system. Items

which flow through network models are referred to as transactions.

The transactions which flow through a SNAP network are guard;

f forces and adversary forces. The force is the most fundamental

:

11
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level cf detail in SNAP and represents one or more individuals

acting as a single unit.

| The facility subnetwork is the most basic of the three net-

works. It is a static network in the sense that transactions do

L not flow through it during the simulation. Its purpose is to de-
|

| fine the various elements of the facility and their relationships.

These elements may include. fences, yards, nuclear material, storage

vaults, doorways, roor sensors, etc. The guard subnetwork defines

guard operating policies and includes a representation of the

guards' decision logic as well as their physical movement through

the facility. Guard forces are the transactions which flow through

the guard subnetwork. The adversary subnetwork is treated in a

similar manner.

SNAP Symbology

The SNAP symbology is designed to form a one-to-one correspon-

dence with the actual physical components and guard or adversary ac-

tions. That is, there is a set of symbols for modeling the facility
I

of interest and for developing models of the adversary and guard

force scenarios as they relate to that facility.

The procedure for modeling safeguards systems using the SNAP

symbology is as follows: The analyst first builds the model for

the facility that he wishes to study using the facility model sym-

bology. Then, using the guard and adversary model symbologies, he

constructs various scenarios. These scenarios, with the facility

I

,

12
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model, are simulated and information is generated to provide rela-

tive measures of system performance. Through this procedure, the

; analyst may evaluate various defender policies and facility design

alternatives.

The SNAP symbology for the facility model is shown in Table I.
The PORTAL, SPACE, BARRIER, and TARGET elements identify actual

facility system components. Adjacency and Precedence branches de-
,

fine their interrelationships. Adversary Detection Devices (ADD)

I include sensors and monitors. The user identifies SNAP elements by
<

alphanumeric labels. For example, the user specifies that a sensor

label is associated with a certain node by entering the label for

). that sensor in the appropriate portion of the node (indicated by
i

ADD in Table I).

<

Based on the model of the facility of interest, the user then

builds models of the guard and adversary scenarios to be considered.

These models are built using the guard and adversary syr;bology shown

in Table II. Each of these elements relate directly to a particular
;

activity of the force being modeled. For example, the process of
:

an adversary crossing a fence is modeled using a TASK node. This

: node is tied directly to the facility model node which represents

the fence by its alphanumeric label, as indicated by FLBL on the

TASK node. Similar procedures hold for the other nodes.
,

4

A unique' data card has been defined for each symbol in thu

three models. Information specified on the user's network is trans-

ferred directly to these data cards, which are processed by the

13
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analysis program. The simulation of the model is then executed by
,
,

running the SNAP analysis program and output reports are automati-

cally generated.

SNAP Application

In order to illustrate the use of the symbology and indicate

the information available from the analysis the following example

; application is provided. This application illustrates the use of
!

I SNAP concepts and symbols to model systems concerned with protecting

nuclear material from sabotage or theft.

A diagram of the exemplary nuclear storage facility to be used

for this application is shown in Figure 1. A fence surrounds the

storage building on all sides. For modeling purposes, the fence has

been divided into two parts, fence 1 and fence 2. The space sur-

rounding the storage building has also been divided into two parts,

space 1 and space 2. There is a TV camera in space 2 monitoring that

space. The TV camera functions as a sensor and will be referenced

as sensor S3. A guard station which monitors all sensors on the

site is located in space 1. The outside door is alarmed and may be

entered frors space 1. Space 3 contains the logic point L1 through

which the signals from sensors S1, S2, and S3 must pass before reach-

ing the monitor (M1) at the guard station. Disablement of logic

point L1 would interrupt the flow of information from those sensors

to the guard station monitor. An armoured door separates space 3

; and the target, the nuclear material access area. The material

access area is monitored by sensor S2, a motion detector.

14
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Figure 2 illustrates the corresponding SNAP facility subnetwork.

This figure has been labeled so as to make a one-to-one correspon-

dence netween the storage site schematic and the model. Note that

there are two possible entrances by adversaries denoted by portal

nodes El and E2. These are connected to two barrier nodes which

represent fence 1 and fence 2. Paths that the adversary might take

are easily determined for this model. Since adversary and guard

forces may travel in either direction between the various facility

i components, only adjacency is indicated on the branches between the

nodes in this model.

4

After the facility model is developed, the adversary and guard

subnetworks are built in reference to that facility model. The guard

subnetwork iG shown in Figure 3. The guard force transaction enters

(ENT) the guard subnetwork at time 0.0 and begins monitoring the

three sensors (Wl, W2, and W3).

Sensor S1 is the sensor on the alarme/ outside door. If sensor

S1 is triggered, the guard force takes two minutes to muster forcesi

(DAl). A force of two members is allocated (Al) from base Bl. The

guard force then moves (MSll) into space 1 to assess the situation.

If no adversaries are detected during the time the guards are on
!

patrol, the guard force returns to base (RTBl) and resumes the mon-

itoring of sensor Sl. If adversaries are encountered, an engagement

will ensue.

Sensor S2 represents the motion detector in the material access

area. If sensor S2 is triggered, the guard force takes two minutes

4
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to muster forces-(DA2). A force consisting of two rembers is then

allocated (A2) from base Bl. This force is the same force that is

allocated if sensor S1 is triggered. The guard force then moves

(MS12) into space 1 to search for adversaries. If adversaries are

encountered, an engagement will ensue. If no adveraaries are found,

the guard force will wait (W4) at space 1 for an adversary force to

arrive. If adversaries do arrive, an engagement will ensue. If the

guards win, they return to base (RTB2) and begin monitoring sensors

again.

Sensor S3 is the TV camera. If sensor S3 detects adversaries

in space 2, the guard force musters (DA3) and allocates (A3) two

guards from base Bl. The force then enters space 1 (MS13) to search

for adversaries. If none are found, the guard force moves into

space 2 (MS2), continuing the search. After space 2 has been

searched and if no adversaries have been found, the guards return to

space 1 (MS14) to search again. If the guard force encounters an

adversary force at any time during the searching of space 1 or space

2, an engagement will occur. If the guards win the engagement, they

continue their search procedures to locate any other adversaries

which may be present. After searching for adversaries in space 1

and space 2, the guards wait (ES) in space 1 for further instruc-

tions. If the guards encounter an adversary while they are waiting,

an engagement will begin. If the guards win the engagement, they

return to base (RTB3) and begin monitoring sensors again.

This summarizes the operating procedures which the guards will

follow in this model. This guard subnetwork is typical of guard

16'
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responses to adversary intrusion for the hypothetical facility under

consideration.

The adversary force subnetwork is shown in Figure 4. The ad-

versary's objective is to achieve a radiological release through

sabotage of the nuclear material in space NM by using a.n explosive

device. The adversaries enter (ENTI) at time 0.0 and immediately

penetrate fence 1 (CF1). Next, they cross space 1 (CSP 1) and divide

their force in half. Half of the force moves into space 2 (CSP 2) as

a diversion. They wait in space 2 until the other half of their

force joins them. The other half begins penetration of the alarmed

outside door. Fifty percent of the time they will disable sensor

Sl a* * not be detected (DOD or DODN). After penetrating the outside

doors, this adversary force crosses space 3 (CSP 3) and penenetrates

the armoured door (DAD). They then sabotage the nuclear mater-

ial (SMN) by leaving an explosive device and retrace their steps

through the armoured door (EAD), across space 3 (ESP 3) and

through the outside door (EOD), and into space 1 (ESP 1). They

cross space 1 and move into space 2 (ESP 2) where they join with
.

the other adversary force (WS2A). When both adversary forces are

in space 2, they join and penetrate fence 2 (CF2), exiting the

facility (EX2). Since the adversary objective is sabotage, the

adversaries do not have to exit the network to be successful.

Figure 3 shows a portion of the trace generated from a simula-

tion run of this model. The guard force enters and begins monitor-

ing the sensors. From this trace, an event-by-event account of one

realization of the network can be obtained. The information on

this trace relates directly to the networks defined by the user.

l';
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This model was simulated 500 times to generate statistics. The

results of these simulations are shown in Table III. From these re-

sults, the user can obtain indormation concerning the behavior of

the system. The overall performance measur e, the probability the ad-

versary achieves his objective, was observed to be 0.13. That is, in

this example, the adversary was successful in penetrating sabotage

on 13 percent of the attempts. This would most likely be viewed as

an unacceptable level of performance and ~ ndicate that revisions to

the facility or guard operating policies are warranted. Other per-

formance measures are available as indicated.

Commentary

The Safeguards Network Analysin Procedure provides analysts

with a technique for modeling and evaluating various safeguards

system design alternatives. The SNAP symbology also provides anal-
1

ysts with a vehicle for communication, thereby enhancing the model

building process. The technique is easy to use and is currently

being used in the analysis of real-world nuclear facilities.

It should be emphasized that the physical protection analyst

should remain intimately involved with the analysis at every stage.

Due to the complexity of physical protection problems, information

gained by exercising FNAP, is intended to be of a supplementary

nature only. That is, the analyst should consider the outputs of

SNAP as inputs to the holistic evaluative process.

18
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Guard and Adversary Model Symbology
TABLE I

Facility Model Symbology, EnEn a mm Eatu Synee1
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TABLE III

I b2

Performance Measures y

SPACE 2

Average Number of Engagements Per Run 1.97

Average Number of Engagements Won by Guards Per Run 1.42 n
L cic pour au

Average Number of Engagements Won by Adversaries
1er Run 0.55 [g''',",

Probability Adversary Achieves Objective 0.13
~ ~ - ' @Sr - - - - -

Number of Guard Casualties Per Run 2.42
Number of Adversary Casualties Per Run 3.00

Er'eYTons5.51 min. space aTime for Engagerent ;

Total Engagement Time Per Run 10.87 min. isas
"

Number of Engagements Per Run 1.97 Noursea coon
Time Between Adversary Entrance and First stanweo ssis

3.29 min.Engagement
Scenario simulation Time 16.21 min.

nScenario Simulation Time Given Adversary Succeeds 39.43 min.
Scenario Simulation Time Given Adversary Fails 1.2.58 min. gao sencs ,

,

.

<
. ,

Gaft. - , pgucg g

Figure 1. Exemplary Facility
Schematic
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Figure 2. SNAP Model of the Exemplary Facilityi
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